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High-resolution structural information
is routinely available for soluble pro-
teins, largely from x-ray crystallog-
raphy and solution nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR). However, these
techniques are far harder to apply to
membrane-bound proteins; membrane
proteins are generally reluctant to crys-
tallize, and the need for a surrounding
lipid matrix generally means that
NMR must be performed under solid-
state as opposed to solution conditions.
The latter imposes some restrictions on
the kinds of information that can be
readily extracted from experiments,
and one often must rely on experi-
mental methods such as residual
dipolar coupling and chemical shift
anisotropy, which yield information
about the orientations of specific moi-
eties relative to the magnetic field.
Although extremely valuable, this
sort of data can be harder to interpret
than the nuclear-Overhauser-effect-
based distance restraints one custom-
arily sees with soluble proteins.

In this issue of Biophysical Journal,
De Simone et al. (1) describe their
efforts to build structural models
from this kind of data by combining
experimentally generated restraints
with all-atom molecular-dynamics
(MD) simulations in explicit lipid
bilayers. Specifically, they imple-
mented restraints based on two kinds

of solid-state NMR data—chemical
shift anisotropy and amide dipolar
coupling—and used these restraints
to drive calculations on two membrane
protein systems, sarcolipin and
phospholamban. In both cases, the
calculations produced well-formed,
reasonable-looking structures consis-
tent with the experimental restraints
(and in one case, other experimental
data not explicitly used in the simula-
tions).

Although other researchers (particu-
larly Im et al. (2), De Simone et al. (3),
and Richter et al. (4)) have worked to
incorporate NMR observables as re-
straints into MD simulations, and
others have recently described the
theoretical basis justifying such an
approach (5), this work has a couple
of significant strengths. Most notably,
using a formalism similar to one pre-
sented previously (2), they contrast
the behavior of single-trajectory re-
straints and ensemble restraints; in
the latter case, multiple trajectories
are run simultaneously, and only the
instantaneous average over all trajec-
tories is restrained. The primary advan-
tage of this approach comes when the
experimental signal is the result of
diverse structures, as opposed to fluc-
tuations about a single state. In any
case, it is important to note that this
approach involves comparing—or
driving—the simulation by compari-
son to the explicit NMR observable
(e.g., the observed dipolar couplings),
rather than to the interpretation of
those observables (a particular angle
or orientation). Previous work on
x-ray scattering (6,7) and solid-
state 2H NMR (8,9) has shown that
taking the former approach is crucial,
because where experimentalists are
often forced to make sometimes
oversimplified assumptions about the
conformational ensemble underlying
the signals to interpret them, MD
simulations explicitly sample those
fluctuations.

There are two major challenges
when trying to incorporate experi-
mental NMR data into a simulation.

The first is one of degeneracy. The
experimental observables used in this
kind of approach typically depend on
the sin2 or cos2 of the angle made by
some vector (e.g., a bond vector) with
the magnetic field, meaning that for
any given observable, there are four
possible orientations that would pro-
duce the same value. This in principle
requires a group-theoretic approach to
enumerate all possible solutions (10),
and if the initial structure used to
seed the calculation is sufficiently far
from the correct one, the wrong mini-
mum may be sampled.

The second challenge is the
mismatch between the timescale and
time-resolution of solid-state NMR
and MD. Every solid-state NMR
experiment simultaneously measures
two kinds of averages: ensemble and
temporal. The former is relatively
straightforward: NMR measures the
response of the totality of the sample
contents, and as such reflects the
average over all of the relevant moi-
eties in the system. Even in the case
of very narrow selective labeling ex-
periments (10), this means that many
millions of particles are simulta-
neously averaged. By contrast, a MD
simulation may have only one (in the
case of a membrane protein experi-
ment) or a few hundred (if looking at
lipids) signals to average over. How-
ever, because these effects are gener-
ally additive, one can usually rely on
the ergodic hypothesis (the statement
that in the limit of infinite sampling, a
time average and an ensemble average
are equivalent) to rescue the compari-
son. Although achieving ergodic sam-
pling is a major challenge (11,12),
improvements in computer hardware
and sampling techniques are making
this requirement more and more
reasonable.

However, NMR also implicitly per-
forms time averaging, due to the finite
shutter-speed of the method. We are all
familiar with the blurring that occurs
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when a photographic subject moves
while the shutter is open; artistic pho-
tographers can take advantage of the
effect to produce striking images, but
the analogous process is problematic
for experimentalists. In the case of
NMR, there are several physical ori-
gins of this averaging, including the
finite duration of the various radio-fre-
quency pulses and mixing times, as
well as the nature of the specific phe-
nomena measured (e.g., magnetization
transfer, where the rate is related to a
correlation function).

By contrast, the time-resolution of a
MD simulation is specified by the time
step (generally 2 fs for all-atom calcu-
lations), with no averaging at all. At
any point in time (specified with infin-
ite precision), all information about the
state of the system (all particle posi-
tions and velocities) is fully known.
Moreover, experimentally based re-
straints are generally derived directly
from their conformational dependence,
without accounting for this averaging.
This means that if NMR data is used
to drive a MD simulation, there is a

risk of a temporal mismatch between
the two that could produce odd results.

There are three distinct cases that
determine what sort of effects this
kind of averaging can cause, shown
pictorially in Fig. 1.

In the first case, there is in essence
only one state (at least as far as the
observable in question is concerned);
in this case, the minimum energy of
the restraint will correspond to the
most populated state, and the system
will fluctuate about it realistically. In
this case, the simple single-system pro-
tocol discussed by De Simone et al. (1)
will likely be successful.

The second case posits the existence
of two distinct states, with different
signals, that exchange slowly relative
to the NMR timescale. In this case,
the observable will also have two
distinct peaks, such that in all likeli-
hood there is no single structure consis-
tent with all of the data. For example,
an ensemble of unrestrained simula-
tions of rhodopsin showed that the
solid-state NMR spectra used to mea-
sure the orientation of its ligand were
best explained by an ensemble of struc-
tures, as opposed to a single state
(8,9,13). In this case, the single
restrained trajectory approach will fail
to reproduce the data. However,
an ensemble-based approach, such as
that proposed here by De Simone
et al. (1) and elsewhere by Im et al.
(2), is needed. Here, instead of running
a single trajectory, a set of independent
trajectories is run simultaneously, and
the restraints are applied to the
ensemble as a whole as opposed to
each trajectory independently. As a
result, the ensemble is far more likely
to be able to capture the effects of mul-
tiple states on the observable spectra.
Even here, care must be taken to ensure
diverse starting structures, or all of the
trajectories may initially fall into the
same free energy well; while the re-
straints should eventually cause some
of the trajectories to find the second
state, such evolution could be slow if
the barriers between the states are high.

However, in the third case, where
the two states exchange rapidly, the sit-

uation is more complex. In this case,
the signals for the two states will not
appear as two distinct peaks, but rather
as a single peak in between. In this case
(illustrated in the bottom panel of
Fig. 1), naively applied restraints
would push the system toward the
center, which should not be populated
significantly. The ensemble-based
problem will not fix this problem,
because the issue is one of averaging,
not sampling; the restraint is applied
instantaneously, but the signal on
which it is based is itself an average.
To handle this case, a new strategy
will likely be necessary. On the one
hand, one could refine the experiments
to resolve the two states despite their
rapid exchange, at which point the
ensemble-based method would again
be promising. Alternatively, one could
explicitly incorporate time-averaging
into the restraint, perhaps by applying
the restraints to a running average
of structures from the molecular dy-
namics; one could imagine that the
formalism would resemble self-guided
molecular dynamics (14).

Despite this reservation, it is clear
that the work of De Simone et al. (1)
is of significant value. MD simulations
and solid-state NMR are two of
the most powerful techniques for
exploring the structure and dynamics
of membrane proteins, so methods to
couple them have the potential for
great synergy.
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